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synonymous with being ugly because our beauty standards aren't. They extend to our body. People have very different ideas about what kind of body is interesting and what is offensive. Plus size is in the latter category, so the lean will automatically be beautiful. However, weights also decide whether people find you attractive or not, twitter users of SOME TAKEAWAYS recently
pointed out that people's standards are back. I'm plus size, but you're beautiful, but the opposite of fat is never ugly, but why is beauty synonymous with leaning and being skinny? Plus size is considered unattractive by people because body and body weight also find a place in the subtle definitions of our skin beauty. Don't think that overweight people feel ugly by telling them that
they are still beautiful. Being fat means being ugly because a lot of people make it disgusting and nasty. However, it is not body weight, but a superficial view, which assumes that plus size people are not pretty. This shame has become part of the idea of those who resist fat scams and is reflected in their choice of words. Of course, plus-size people are beautiful. We are all
beautiful no matter what skin tone, age or body weight or facial features we will be like. The problem is that no matter how anti-fat shaming it is ingrained in our sub-consciousness that only some people are beautiful. So we ended up compensating for it in our sympathy. There are many things you can tell plus size people. As diverse as we are, it is unique to us, which makes us
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